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ABSTRACT

Modern sear h engines answer keyword-based queries extremely eÆ iently. The impressive speed is due to lever
inverted index stru tures, a hing, a domain-independent
knowledge of strings, and thousands of ma hines. Several
resear h e orts have attempted to generalize keyword sear h
to keytree and keygraph sear hing, be ause trees and graphs
have many appli ations in next-generation database systems. This paper surveys both algorithms and appli ations,
giving some emphasis to our own work.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Next-generation database systems dealing with XML, Web,
network dire tories and stru tured do uments often model
the data as trees and graphs. These data modeling e orts
in lude Lorel [3℄, StruQL [38℄, and UnQL [17, 19℄, for semistru tured data, XQuery [15℄, XML-QL [34℄, XPath [72℄ and
XSL [67℄, for XML data, and [45℄ for stru tured do uments.
There have been several proposed approa hes for querying
trees [8, 9, 40, 45, 53, 78℄ and for querying graphs [2, 3, 16,
29, 46, 47, 70, 71℄. Besides appli ations over XML data,
these algorithms have appli ations to s ienti databases
where data are naturally represented by trees (su h as phylogeny) and graphs (su h as mole ular databases).
In Se tion 2 we present motivating query examples on trees
and survey algorithms for pro essing these queries. Se tion
3 des ribes algorithms for sear hing in graphs. Se tion 4
on ludes the paper and suggests avenues for future work.

2. SEARCHING IN TREES
2.1 Approximate Containment Queries

Just as keyword sear hing mat hes words against sequen es,
keytree sear hing mat hes tree patterns against underlying
data trees. The following two examples ome from the literature.
Work supported in part by U.S. NSF grants IIS-9988345
and IIS-9988636.
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Figure 1: (a) & (b) XML trees. ( ) A query tree.
XQuery [15℄. Figure 1(a) and (b) show two XML trees de-

s ribing universities maintained in a XML database. Consider the query [8℄: Find the universities that have a le turer
tea hing a data mining (DM) ourse and that have a professor tea hing a database (DB) ourse. This query ould be
expressed by a tree pattern, as shown in Figure 1( ). The
tree pattern is ontained in the tree in Figure 1(b) and hen e
the university in Figure 1(b) would be returned as an answer
to the query.

AQUA Query [62, 86, 87℄. AQUA was an obje t-oriented

data model developed at Brown University for supporting
bulk types su h as trees, sets, bags, et . Consider, for example, the family tree in Figure 2(a) [86℄. Ea h node represents
a person obje t. Ea h edge stands for the relationship \a
hild of" and a path in the tree stands for the relationship \a
des endent of". Now onsider the query supported by the
\sele t" operator in AQUA [86℄: Find all nodes (persons)
who are an estors of Alex and also des endants of Mary.
This query ould be expressed by a tree pattern, as shown
in Figure 2(b). The node \" in the tree pattern is a variable length don't are (VLDC) [93, 106℄, whi h would be
instantiated into (mat hed with) a path of nodes of a data
tree at no ost. In our example, the nodes in the family tree
mat hed by the VLDC \" (here, Bill and Adam) would be
returned as answers to the query.
The pre eding queries share some hara teristi s.
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Figure 2: (a) A family tree. (b) A query tree with
a VLDC.



The query ould be expressed as a tree pattern, termed
\query tree". The database an be represented as a
single tree (as in AQUA) or as a set of trees (as in
XQuery).



Ea h tree ould be ordered in whi h the order among
siblings is signi ant (as in the XML data model) or
ould be unordered as in hereditary trees.



The queries are often on erned with the \parent- hild",
\an estor-des endant", or \path" relationship among
the nodes of the trees.



The queries an be expressed by a ontainment mapping. That is, one asks whether the query tree appears,
or approximately appears, in a data tree. Here, the
\approximation" is measured by the number of paths
in the query tree that do not appear in the data tree
[84℄, or by some other distan e fun tions [22, 23, 24,
85, 96, 104, 107℄.



The query tree may ontain don't ares or wild ards
[72℄. There are xed length don't ares (FLDCs), \?",
that may mat h a single node and variable length don't
ares (VLDCs), \" [84℄.

We shall refer to this lass of queries as approximate ontainment (AC) queries.
In general, a query tree may ontain redundant nodes, removal of whi h would not a e t answers to the query. AmerYahia, Srivastava, and olleagues [8, 9℄ developed algorithms
for minimizing a query tree, both in the absen e and in the
presen e of integrity onstraints. Their algorithms are useful
for query optimization sin e the size of a query tree a e ts
the eÆ ien y of tree pattern mat hing.

2.2 Path-Only Searches

Many AC queries are on erned with paths only [4, 18, 73℄,
e.g. nd the des endants of Mary who is a hild of John.
Sin e paths are represented as strings, existing algorithms
and tools su h as AGrep for string sear hing are appli able
to pro essing these queries (see [10, 11, 12, 41℄ for a review).
XISS [64℄ is a XML indexing and querying system designed
to support regular path expressions. In ea h XML tree, ea h

node is asso iated with a pair of integers enabling the determination of an estor-des endant relationships among nodes.
Ea h node in the tree is indexed a ording to its value and
the do ument to whi h it belongs. Further, all parent- hild
edges are stored in an index. Pro essing a query onsists of
the following steps: (1) de ompose the query into parenthild edges or an estor-des endent paths; (2) for ea h query
edge, use the index to nd the orresponding edges in the
data trees; (3) for a query path having a Kleene star ()
(d1//d2), lo ate data node pairs (d1, d2) orresponding
to the an estor-des endent of the query path and determine
whether d1 is an an estor of d2 by using the pair of integers asso iated with d1 and d2; and (4) ombine the results
to determine whether there is a mat h to the query path.
Additional te hniques an be found in [7, 13℄.

2.3 Extension to Trees

When extending path-only sear hing to tree sear hing, one
has to ombine path mat hes into tree mat hes. We des ribe
our algorithm, alled path x, for pro essing AC queries on
trees as an illustration.

2.3.1 A Suffix Array Based Algorithm
The path x algorithm works in two phases. In the rst
phase, the database building phase, the algorithm en odes
ea h root-to-leaf path of every data tree into a suÆx array
database [66℄. In the se ond phase, the on-line sear h phase
in whi h the query tree Q is given, the algorithm ompares
Q with ea h data tree D in the database D allowing a differen e DI F F , i.e. at most DI F F paths in Q are allowed
to be absent in D in order to onsider D to be a mat h.
When omparing Q with D, path x takes every root-to-leaf
path in Q and nds roots of that path in D by sear hing
in the suÆx array database. (As a uto optimization, the
algorithm stops sear hing D if more than DI F F paths of
Q are missing from D .) Suppose there are k root-to-leaf
paths in Q. If a node n in D is the root of all k paths,
then the subtree D0 rooted at n mat hes Q with distan e 0,
provided no siblings have the same label in either the data
or query tree. (If there are siblings having the same label,
then post-pro essing an verify the mat h. The te hnique
will never miss a mat h.) If n is the root of k 1 paths,
then D0 mat hes Q with distan e 1 and D approximately
ontains Q with distan e 1. If the sibling order in the query
tree Q must be preserved in a putative mat h with D, then
the order among the paths in Q must be he ked against the
order among the paths in D (using the postorder number of
the leaves of the paths in D, for example).
2.3.2 Techniques for Queries with Don’t Cares
If the query tree Q ontains don't ares, path x works in
three steps:



partition
ares;



mat h ea h of those don't are free subtrees with data
trees in D;



Q

into onne ted subtrees having no don't

for the mat hed substru tures that belong to the same
data tree, determine whether they ombine to mat h
Q based on the mat hing semanti s of the don't ares.

In general, for a query tree Q with don't ares, a node x in
a data tree D is the root of a subtree that mat hes Q if all
of the following hold:
1. The partition of Q ontaining the root rall of
that the root partition of Q) mat hes D at x.

Q

( all

2. Consider the path p from the root rsub of a subtree in Q
to rall . Suppose that rsub mat hes D at possibly many
nodes x1 ; x2 ; : : : . The path from at least one su h node
in D, say xj , has the property that the as ending path
from xj to x mat hes (with appropriate substitutions
for \" and \?") the path from rsub to rall .
To avoid testing the roots of subtrees unne essarily, the
mat hing uses heuristi s like the following: if Q is to mat h
the data tree D at x, then the only relevant mat hes of a
subtree of Q rooted at rsub are nodes that are des endants
of x.
When a distan e DI F F is allowed in mat hing a query tree
0
Q with a data tree, for ea h don't- are-free subtree Q of
Q, path x
nds all subtrees of data trees that are within
distan e DI F F of Q0 . The gluing pro ess involves a test of
whether the glued tree as a whole is indeed within distan e
DI F F of the entire query tree Q.

2.3.3 Filtering
The above sear h pro ess an be heuristi ally improved by
using a hashing te hnique that works as follows on the nonwild ard portion of data and query trees. Compute and
store all individual node labels and all parent- hild label
pairs in ea h data tree into a hash table, asso iating ea h
parent- hild pair with the set of data trees that ontain the
parent- hild pair. Now suppose a query tree Q is given with
a ertain distan e allowed in sear hing, DI F F . Take the
multiset of labels from Q and see whi h data trees have a
super-multiset of those possibly with DI F F missing labels.
Take the multiset of parent- hild pairs from Q and see whi h
data trees have a super-multiset of those parent- hild pairs,
again possibly with DI F F missing pairs. This heuristi
eliminates irrelevant trees from onsideration at the beginning of a sear h and yields a set of andidate trees to look
for.
2.3.4 Implementation
The sear h and ltering algorithms just des ribed are olle tively referred to as ATreeGrep (whose name is shamelessly
adapted from AGrep [103℄ for approximate string sear hing
and SGrep [51℄ for stru ture grep). We have implemented
ATreeGrep in a XML sear h engine, alled XML Query by
Example (XML QBE), whi h takes an example XML fragment (query tree) and nds the XMLs in a XML database
that approximately ontain the query tree. For example,
the query in Figure 3 is to nd all the XML do uments
des ribing movies in whi h Robert Redford is the dire tor,
Brad Pitt is an a tor, and the movies are made in California,
U.S.A. Shown in the gure are ( ounter lo kwise, starting
from upper left) the main menu, the querying window, the
example XML (query) displayed via a Mi rosoft IE browser,
a mat hing XML ontaining the query displayed via the IE

browser, the query tree displayed via Java tree show applets, and the mat hing XML tree displayed via Java tree
show applets. The mat hed portions in the mat hing XML
tree are highlighted and marked with a bullet.
Figure 4 shows an appli ation of ATreeGrep to sear hing
phylogeneti trees maintained in Harvard's TreeBASE [80℄,
a essible from http://www.herbaria.harvard.edu/treebase.
The gure shows the sear h engine's querying interfa e (in
the left window), a query tree (in the right, top window)
and a data tree (in the right, bottom window). In the gure, the query tree mat hes the data tree with distan e 0,
\?" mat hes \Myriapoda" and \" mat hes a path of the
data tree. This query nds all the phylogeneti trees in
TreeBASE that ontain the query tree.

2.4 Related Approaches
2.4.1 Approximate Embedding Queries
Ho man and O'Donnell [49℄, and later Ramesh and Ramakrishnan [81℄, and Cole et al. [28℄ presented algorithms for
nding the o urren es of a wild ard-free ordered query tree
Q in an ordered data tree D . (In an ordered tree, the order
among siblings matters.) Both Q and D are ordered and the
o urren es of Q in D refer to those subtrees of D that an
be obtained from Q by atta hing new subtrees to the leaves
of Q. This pattern-mat hing problem is also known as the
exa t ordered tree embedding problem [83℄.
While trees for XML and stru tured do uments are ordered,
interesting queries are often based on unordered trees, beause ordering in the data might not matter to the user.
That is why XQuery, for example, supports unordered queries.
S hlieder and Naumann [83℄ extended the exa t embedding
problem and studied the approximate embedding (AE) problem for unordered trees. Consider, for example, the query:
Find all books whose editor is John and that ontain a hapter with the title XML. Figure 5 shows the query tree and
a data tree in whi h the query tree an be approximately
embedded. Here, we allow a mat hing data tree to have
nodes between a parent- hild pair in the query tree, provided the an estor-des endant relationship is preserved in
the data tree. Figure 5 shows this: the mat hing data tree
has a \Name" node that is missing from the query tree.
This type of embedding is also known as tree in lusion as
de ned in [57, 58, 59, 60℄, where Kilpelainen and Mannila
showed the problem to be NP- omplete. The AE queries
omplement the AC queries des ribed in Se tion 2.1.
The notion of \approximation" an be further generalized
by introdu ing a ost fun tion that assigns a low ost to embeddings in whi h none or only a small number of nodes are
skipped. S hlieder and Naumann [83℄ presented algorithms
to retrieve and rank sear h results using this ost fun tion.
Their algorithm is based on dynami programming and proesses the query tree Q in a bottom up fashion. For ea h
node q of Q, ea h embedding of the query subtree Qq rooted
at q is omputed from the embeddings of the query subtrees
rooted at the hild nodes of q . Among the valid embeddings
of Qq in a data subtree Dd , the algorithm only maintains
the one with the minimal ost. Repeating the above steps
for ea h mat hing data node of q yields a set of embeddings
of Qq . At the end of the algorithm, the embeddings of Q
are sorted by in reasing ost and presented to the user. The

Figure 3: An example query and sear h results on a movie do ument database in XML QBE.

Figure 4: An example query and sear h results in the stru ture-based sear h engine for TreeBASE.
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Figure 5: Unordered in lusion of a query tree in a data tree. (a) A query tree. (b) Part of a XML data tree.

omplexity of the algorithm is exponential though the algorithm may run mu h faster depending on the data.

2.4.2 Selectivity Estimation
One te hnique for ltering trees out faster is to use sele tivity estimation. In [69℄ M Hugh and Widom des ribe Lorel's
ost-based query optimizer, whi h maintains statisti s about
subpaths of length  k, and uses it to infer sele tivity estimates of longer path queries. Krishnan et al. [61℄ des ribed similar te hniques for pro essing query strings ontaining wild ards, i.e. estimating the number of strings in a
database that ontain a given query string with wild ards.
Other relevant work an be found in [26, 52, 54, 99℄.
Chen et al. [25℄ generalized the sele tivity estimation problem for unordered trees. Spe i ally, given a data tree D and
a wild ard-free query tree Q, whi h the authors alled a twig,
they estimate the total number of twig mat hes of Q in D.
The authors represent frequen y information about small
twigs, alled twiglets, in D using a orrelated subpath tree
(CST). Pro essing a query onsists of the following steps:
(1) parse ea h root-to-leaf path in Q into a set of subpaths
that have mat hes in CST; (2) for ea h twig node that is a
bran h node, onsider all subpaths obtained in (1) that are
rooted at the same node and that pass through the bran h
node, and all ea h subtree indu ed by these subpaths a
query twiglet; and (3) estimate the number of mat hes of
Q by pie ing together
ount estimates for the twiglets obtained in (2) based on an independen e assumption about
the o urren es of subpaths, and using probabilisti estimation formulae. For ea h path of length n, nding all its
subpaths that have mat hes in CST takes O(n2 ) time. Thus
the time omplexity of the algorithm is O(h2 l) where h is
the height of Q and l is the number of leaves of Q.

3.

SEARCHING IN GRAPHS

A graph database an be viewed as either a single (large)
labeled graph (e.g. www) or a olle tion of labeled graphs
(e.g. hemi al mole ules). By keygraph sear hing we refer
to graph or subgraph mat hing in data graphs. The omplexity of the (sub)graph-to-graph mat hing problem and a
review of ertain algorithms with potential appli ations to
keygraph sear hing in databases are dis ussed in Se tion 3.3.
Although (sub)graph-to-graph mat hing algorithms an be
used for keygraph sear hing, eÆ ien y onsiderations suggest the use of indexing te hniques to redu e the sear h
spa e and the time omplexity espe ially in large databases.
The keygraph sear h problem in a database onsists of three
basi steps just as for keytree sear hing.
1. Redu e the sear h spa e by ltering. For a database of
graphs we nd the most relevant graphs; for a singlegraph database we identify the most relevant subgraphs.
We on ne ourself to ltering te hniques based on the
stru ture of the labeled graphs (paths, subgraphs).
Sin e looking for subgraph stru tures is quite diÆ ult,
most algorithms hoose to lo ate paths of node labels.
2. Formulate query into simple stru tures. The keygraph
an be given dire tly as a set of nodes and edges or
as the interse tion of a set of paths. Furthermore

the query an ontain wild ards (representing nodes
or paths) to allow for more general sear hes. This step
normally redu es the query graph to a olle tion of
small paths.
3. Mat h. Mat hing is implemented either by traditional
(sub)graph-to-graph mat hing te hniques, or by ombining the set of paths that result from pro essing the
path expressions in the query through the database.
Several systems for querying and indexing graph databases
have been implemented|both general-purpose [30, 46℄ and
appli ation-spe i [44, 55, 73℄. The underlying te hniques
are des ribed in the next se tion.

3.1 Keygraph Searching in Graph Databases

Cook et al. [30, 35℄ applied an improvement of the inexa t
graph mat hing method (algorithm A ) des ribed by Nilsson
[79℄ based on an inexa t graph mat hing algorithm proposed
in [21℄ to nd similar repetitive subgraphs in a single-graph
database. Thus, their methods are primarily of interest for
the third step above. Their system, SUBDUE, has been
applied to dis overy and sear h for subgraphs in protein
databases, image databases, Chinese hara ter databases,
CAD ir uit data and software sour e ode. Furthermore
an extension of SUBDUE (WebSUBDUE [68℄) has been applied to hypertext data.
Guting [46℄ proposed a general purpose obje t-oriented data
model and query language (GraphDB) for graph databases.
Nodes in a graph are lasses representing data (obje ts)
and edges are lasses linking two nodes. GraphDB ontains
lasses to store several paths in the database. Path lasses
and indexing data stru tures (e.g. B-tree, LSD) are used to
index nodes, paths and subgraphs in the graph database.
Graph queries are spe i ed using regular expressions and
they may restri t the sear h spa e to a subgraph of the
whole graph. GraphDB provides graph sear h operations
to nd the shortest paths between two nodes or to nd subgraphs from a starting node within a distan e range. The
implementation is based on A .
Daylight [55℄ is a system used to retrieve substru tures in
databases of mole ules where ea h mole ule is represented
by a graph. Daylight uses ngerprinting to nd relevant
graphs from a database (step 1). Ea h graph (of the database)
is asso iated with a xed-size bit ve tor| alled the ngerprint of the graph. Given a graph G, its ngerprint bits are
set in the following way: all the paths in G of length zero and
up to a limit length are omputed; ea h path is used as a seed
to ompute a random number; and the bit representation of
this number is added to the ngerprint. The ngerprint
represents stru tural features of the graph. The similarity
of two graphs is omputed by omparing their ngerprints.
Some similarity measures are: the Tanamoto CoeÆ ient (the
number of bits in ommon divided by the total number);
the Eu lidean distan e (geometri distan e); and the Tversky similarity|used to measure the similarity of a query
graph with a subgraph of a data graph. The sear h spa e
is ltered by omparing the ngerprint of the query graph
with the ngerprint of ea h graph in the database. Queries
an in lude wild ards. For most queries, the mat hing is
implemented using appli ation spe i te hniques. However

queries in luding wild ards may require exhaustive graph
traversals.
Goldman, Widom [44℄ and olleagues [77℄ proposed a system, alled Lore, to store and query a semistru tured database
(whi h is modeled as a large rooted labeled dire ted graph;
see [1, 88, 92℄ for a survey). Lore uses four kinds of indi es
to a elerate (regular) path expression sear hing. For ea h
edge label l in the graph, a value index (Vindex) is used to
index all the nodes that have in oming edges labeled with
l and with atomi
values that satisfy some ondition. A
text index (Tindex) is used for all nodes with in oming llabeled edges and with string atomi values ontaining spei words. A link index (Lindex) indexes the nodes with
outgoing l-labeled edges. A path index (Pindex{DataGuide)
indexes all the nodes rea hable from the root through a labeled path. Ea h path query that starts at the root uses
the DataGuide. All other path queries use the other three
indexes in whi h ase they nd a set of andidates and then
traverse the graph to prune away paths that do not mat h
the query path. Be ause the other indexes are unsele tive,
there are potentially many more andidates than mat hing
paths.
Milo and Su iu [73℄ proposed a data stru ture, alled Tindex, to index semistru tured database nodes that are rea hable from several regular path expressions. A T-index is a
non-deterministi automaton whose states represent (roughly)
the equivalen e lasses produ ed by the Rabin-S ott algorithm and whose transitions orrespond to edges between
obje ts in those lasses. By relaxing the determinism requirement imposed on DataGuides, a T-index an be onstru ted and stored more eÆ iently. They may represent a
more eÆ ient DataGuide in both time and spa e. For example the authors reported that in a graph of 1500 nodes,
the T-index size is 13% of the size of the graph database.
GraphGrep, presented in the next se tion, is a new hashbased AC algorithm for nding all the o urren es of a query

graph in a database of graphs. A set of interse ting regular
path expressions is dedu ed by the query graph. GraphGrep
uses variable length paths (that may ontain y les) to index the database: this allows eÆ ient ltering by dire tly
sele ting the most relevant subgraphs of the most relevant
graphs.

Table 1 summarizes the features of several keytree and keygraph sear hing te hniques for tree and graph databases,
respe tively.

3.2 GraphGrep: A Variable Length Path Index Approach

For illustration purposes we fo us on undire ted graphs in
whi h edges do not have labels. The te hniques generalize to
dire ted graphs with labeled edges. GraphGrep assumes that
the nodes of the data graphs have an identi ation number
(id-node) and a label (label-node). We de ne an id-path of
length n to be a list of n id-nodes with an edge between any
two onse utive nodes. A label-path of length n is a list of
n label-nodes. For example, in Figure 6(a), (C,A) is a label
path, and (3,1) is the id-path orresponding to it.
There are three basi

omponents of GraphGrep: (1) build
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Figure 6: A database ontaining 3 graphs. (a)
Graph g1 . (b) Graph g2 . ( ) Graph g3 . The labels
an be strings of arbitrary length.
the index to represent the database of graphs as sets of paths
(this step is done only on e), (2) lter the database based
on the submitted query and the index to redu e the sear h
spa e, and (3) perform exa t mat hing. We dis uss these
omponents in turn.

3.2.1 Index Construction
For ea h graph and for ea h node, we nd all paths that
start at this node and have length one (single node) up to
a (small, e.g. 4) onstant value lp (lp nodes). We use the
same lp for all graphs in the database. Be ause several paths
may ontain the same label sequen e, we group the id-paths
asso iated with the same label-path in a set. The \pathrepresentation" of a graph is the set of label-paths in the
graph, where ea h label-path has a set of id-paths (see Figure 7(a)). The keys of the hash table are the hash values of
the label paths. Ea h row ontains the number of id-paths
asso iated with a key (hash value) in ea h graph. We will
refer to the hash table as the ngerprint of the database (see
Figure 7(b)). Let jDj be the number of graphs in a database
D . Let n and m be the number of nodes and the maximum valen e (degree) of the nodes in a data graph, respe tively. The worst ase omplexity of building the index and
the path representation for the database is O( jiDj (ni mlip )),
whereas the memory ost is O( jiDj (lp ni mlip )).
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Figure 7: (a) The path representation of the graph
in Figure 6(a) with lp = 4. (b) The ngerprint of the
database showing only part of rows.
3.2.2 Filtering the Database
The query graph is parsed to build its ngerprint (hashed
set of paths). We lter the database by omparing the ngerprint of the query with the ngerprint of the database.
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Mole ule
Many Graphs Every Node Parameter
GraphDB
General
One Graph Some Nodes Parameter
GraphGrep
General
Many Graphs Every Node Parameter
Lore
Semistru tured- One RootedRoot
Full
Data
Graph
Every Node
1
SUBDUE
General
One Graph
No
No
T-index
Semistru tured- One RootedRoot
Full
Data
Graph
Some Nodes Variable

Filter-out
WildItem Sub-Item ards
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

No
Yes

Mat hing
PC
PC
AD

A , PC-T
PC
PC-T

No
Yes

A



PC-T

Table 1: Comparison of tree and graph sear hing systems. Filter-out is divided into Item (whether an entire
tree or graph an be removed from onsideration when mat hing a given query) and Sub-Item (whether
relevant portions of sele ted trees and graphs are identi ed by the ltering steps). We use AD for an
\Appli ation Dependent" mat hing algorithm (e.g. tailored for mole ules), PC for \Path Combination" (e.g.
interse ting paths), and PC-T for a \Path Combination" mat hing algorithm whi h requires tree or graph
\Traversal". Di erent systems have di erent expressive power using wild ards.
A graph, for whi h at least one value in its ngerprint is less
than the orresponding value in the ngerprint of the query,
is dis arded when looking for an exa t subgraph mat h. For
example, in the query graph in Figure 8 with lp = 4, the
graphs (b) and ( ) in Figure 6 are ltered out be ause they
do not ontain the label-path ABCA. Filtering the database
takes linear time in the size of the database. The remaining
graphs may ontain one or more subgraphs mat hing the
query.

3.2.3 Finding Subgraphs Matching with Queries
After ltering, we look for all the mat hing subgraphs in the
remaining graphs. The bran hes of a depth- rst traversal
tree of the query are de omposed into sequen es of overlapping label-paths, whi h we also all patterns, of length lp or
less (see Figure 8).
Overlaps may o ur in the following ases:
1. For onse utive label-paths, the last node of a pattern
oin ides with the rst node of the next pattern (e.g.
ABCB, with lp = 3, is de omposed into two patterns:
ABC and CB).
2. If a node has bran hes it is in luded in the rst pattern
of every bran h (see node C in Figure 8( )).
3. The rst node visited in a y le appears twi e: in the
beginning of the rst pattern of the y le and at the
end of the last pattern of the y le (the rst and last
pattern an be identi al, as in Figure 8( )).
We use the path representation of the graphs to look for
o urren es of the query. Only the parts of ea h ( andidate)
graph whose id-path sets orrespond to the patterns of the
query are sele ted and ompared with the query. After the
id-path sets are sele ted, we identify overlapping id-path
lists and on atenate them (removing overlaps) to build a
mat hing subgraph. For overlapping ases (1) and (2) a
pair of lists is ombined if the two lists ontain the same

B 1

2

A

3

B

3

0

C

B

1

B

0 C

2
A
(a)

(b
)

lp=4
A*BCA*
CB
(c)

Figure 8: (a) A query graph. (b) The depth rst tree
of the graph in (a). ( ) A set of patterns obtained
with lp = 4. In this example overlapping labels are
marked with asterisks or underlining. Labels with
the same mark represent the same node.
id-node in the overlapping position. In overlapping ase (3),
a list is removed if it does not ontain the same id-node in
the overlapping positions; nally, lists are removed if equal
id-nodes are not found in overlapping positions.

Example. Let us onsider the steps to mat h the query in
Figure 8(a) with the graph g1 in Figure 6(a).

1. Sele t the set of paths in g1 (Figure 7(a)) mat hing the
patterns of the query (Figure 8( )): ABCA= f(1; 0; 3; 1);
(1; 2; 3; 1)g, CB= f(3; 0); (3; 2)g.
2. Combine any list l1 from ABCA with any list l2 of
CB if the third id-node in l1 is equal to the rst idnode of l2 and the rst id-node in l1 is equal to the
fourth id-node of l1 : ABCACB= f((1; 0; 3; 1); (3; 0));
((1; 0; 3; 1);(3; 2)); ((1; 2; 3; 1); (3; 0)); ((1; 2; 3; 1); (3; 2))g.
3. Remove lists from ABCACB if they ontain equal idnodes in non-overlapping positions (the positions in
ea h list not involved above). The two substru tures in
g1 whose omposition yields ABCACB are ((1; 0; 3; 1),
(3; 2)) and ((1; 2; 3; 1); (3; 0)).
The mat hing algorithm depends on the number of query
graph patterns p that need to be ombined; p is somewhat

diÆ ult to determine for the average ase. Roughly speaking, it is dire tly proportional to the query size and to the
maximum valen e of the nodes in the query. The larger lp ,
the smaller p, though this relationship is data-dependent.
In general if n~ is the maximum number of nodes having the
same label, the worst ase time omplexity for the mat hjD j
ing is O( i f ((n~i mlip )p )) with jDf j being the size of the
database after the ltering.

Q1lp10

2 D

.
0
A

*
1
B

3
C

Figure 9: The query graph mat hes a graph with
these properties: (1) a path between a C-labeled
node and a D-labeled node may exist; (2) there is
a two-edge path between an A-labeled and the D
node; (3) there is an edge between the A node and
a B-labeled node; and (4) there is an edge between
the B and C nodes.
The mat hing algorithm des ribed above is done for ea h
omponent. The Cartesian produ t of the sets that mat h
ea h omponent onstitute the andidate mat hes. An entry
in the Cartesian produ t is a valid mat h if there is a path
(of length equal to the wild ards' values in the query) between nodes that are onne ted with wild ards. The paths
in the andidate graph are he ked using a depth rst sear h
traversal of the graph. This step may be optimized by
maintaining the transitive losure matri es of the database
graphs and sear hing in a andidate graph only if the wildard's value is greater than or equal to the shortest path
between the nodes.

3.2.5 Experimental Results
To evaluate the performan e of GraphGrep we ondu ted numeri al experiments on NCI [76℄ databases ontaining up to
16,000 mole ules. We used a Linux workstation equipped
with a 1GHz pentium III pro essor. The NCI database
graphs have an average number of 20 nodes; several graphs
have up to 270 nodes. We report wall- lo k querying time for
varied query sizes (13, to 189 nodes), database sizes (1,000
- 16,000 graphs), and lp values (4, and 10) (see Figure 10).
Di erent values of lp in uen e the query running time: for
the Q2 query, the mat hing algorithm performs better when
lp = 10
ompared with lp = 4, whi h is onsistent with
the time omplexity analysis. In addition, in these examples we verify that the querying time is linear in the size
of the database, and exponential in p  lp . Re all that p
(the number of paths within size lp that have to be tested)

Q2lp10

Q2lp4

100

P

3.2.4 Techniques for Queries with Wildcards
Query graphs with wild ards are handled by onsidering the
parts of the query graph between wild ards as dis onne ted
omponents, just as we do for path x. For example, the
dis onne ted omponents of the graph in Figure 9 are the
path ABC and the single node D.

Q1lp4

1000

10

1

0.1

1000

2000

4000

8000

16000

Q1lp10

0.29

0.35

0.37

0.56

1.02

Q1lp4

0.32

0.41

0.45

0.64

1.2

Q2lp10

2.12

3.91

7.21

15.93

33.6

Q2lp4

8.21

16.78

33.48

70

167.1

Figure 10: The horizontal axis gives the size of the
database and the verti al axis the wall- lo k time
measured in se onds (in logarithmi s ale). Q1 is a
mole ule with 13 nodes and 14 undire ted edges.
Q2 is a mole ule with 189 nodes and 210 undire ted edges. For the queries Q1 and Q2, 99% of
the database is dis arded during ltering for both
values of lp . For the 16,000 mole ules database, 640
subgraphs are found for Q1 and 612 for Q2.
is proportional to the query size. As expe ted,
substantially with larger lp , but not always.

p

de reases

3.3 Subgraph Matching

In [105℄ Yannakakis surveyed traditional graph sear hing
problems with appli ations to data management, in luding omputing transitive losures, re ursive queries, and the
omplexity of path sear hing in databases. We review here
some lassi al subgraph mat hing te hniques, mostly having
to do with step 3 of our query pro essing framework.
1

7

2

3
(a)

6

5

4

(b)

Figure 11: (a) A query graph Ga . (b) A data graph
b.

G

A simple theoreti al enumeration algorithm to nd the o urren es of a query graph Ga in a data graph Gb (Figure
11), is to generate all possible maps between the nodes of the
two graphs and to he k whether ea h generated map is a
mat h. All the maps an be represented using a state-spa e
representation tree: a node represents a pair of mat hed verti es; a path from the root down to a leaf represents a map
between the two graphs. A path from a node at the kth
level in the tree up to the root represents a partial mat hing
between the graphs; only a subset (k) of verti es have been
mat hed. Only ertain leaves orrespond to a subisomorphism between Ga and Gb (Figure 12). The omplexity of
su h an algorithm is exponential, but it is the best known
algorithm|the problem of subgraph isomorphism is proven
to be NP- omplete [42℄.

root

(1,4)

(2,5)

(2,6)

root

(1,5)
(2,7)

(2,4)

(2,6)

(1,6)

(1,7)

(1,4)

(1,5)

root

(1,4)

(1,5)

(1,6)

(1,7) (1,_)

(2,7)

(2,6)

(3,6)(3,7) (3,5)(3,7)(3,5)(3,6)(3,6) (3,7)(3,4)(3,7) (3,4) (3,6)

Figure 12: All the maps between Ga and Gb . The
leaves in the re tangular frames orrespond to subisomorphisms between Ga and Gb .
There have been many attempts to redu e the ombinatorial
ost of AC query pro essing in graphs or keygraph sear hing. They an be lassi ed as approximate, inexa t, and
exa t algorithms. Approximate algorithms [6, 27, 37, 43,
91, 101℄ have polynomial omplexity but they are not guaranteed to nd a orre t solution. Exa t and inexa t algorithms do nd orre t answers and therefore have exponential worst- ase omplexity [14, 48, 50, 63, 74, 79, 82, 102℄.
Inexa t algorithms employ error orre tion te hniques for
a noisy data graph. These algorithms employ a ost fun tion to measure the similarity of the graphs. For example, a
ost fun tion may be de ned based on semanti or synta ti
transformations to transform one graph into another. (Of
ourse, approximate algorithms an also be used for noisy
data graphs.) Relevant work an be found in [20, 21, 31, 36,
39, 65, 75, 89, 97, 98℄. The most popular exa t (and inexa t) subgraph mat hing algorithms are based on heuristi s
on the state-spa e representation tree that orresponds to a
subisomorphism.

Ullmann's Algorithm. Ullmann [90℄ presented an algorithm for an exa t subgraph mat hing based on the state
spa e sear h with ba ktra king algorithm in [32℄. A depthrst sear h on the state spa e tree representation depi ts
the algorithm's progress. When a node (a pair of mat hing
verti es) is added to the tree, the isomorphism onditions
are he ked in the partial mat hing. If the isomorphism
ondition is not satis ed the algorithm ba ktra ks (i.e. the
tree-sear h that would orrespond to a full enumeration is
pruned). Upon termination only the paths with length equal
to the number of nodes in Ga ( orresponding to unpruned
leaves) represent a subisomorphism.
The performan e of the above state-spa e representation algorithm is improved by a re nement pro edure alled forward he king: in order to insert a node in the tree not
only must the subisomorphism onditions hold, but, in addition, a possible mapping must exist for all the unmat hed
verti es. As a result, the algorithm prunes the tree-sear h
more eÆ iently at a higher level (see Figure 13(a)).

Nilsson's Algorithm (A ). Nilsson [79℄ presented an inexa t subgraph mat hing algorithm. This time, a breathrst sear h on the state-spa e representation tree depi ts
the algorithm's progress. Ea h node in the tree-sear h represents a vertex in Ga that has been either mat hed with a
vertex in Gb or deleted. If a vertex in Ga has to be deleted,

(3,7)
(a)

(2,4) (2,6) (2,7) (2,_)
(3,4) (3,7) (3,_)
(b)

Figure 13: The tree sear h-spa e to rea h the rst
isomorphism. (a) The tree-sear h spa e pruned by
Ullmann's algorithm. (b) The tree-sear h spa e
pruned by Nilsson's algorithm. The mat h (1, )
represents a tree-sear h node deletion. Here we assume that an underlying evaluation fun tion is used
to guide the state expansions. Di erent evaluation
fun tions prune the tree-sear h di erently.
it is mat hed to a null vertex in Gb . A ost is assigned to
the mat hing between two verti es. The ost of a partial
mat hing is the sum of the osts of the mat hed verti es. A
fun tion evaluates the partial mat hing by summing its ost
to a lower bound estimation of the ost to mat h the remaining verti es in Ga . The tree sear h is expanded to states for
whi h the evaluation fun tion attains the minimum value
(among all possible expansion states). The leaves of the
tree (that have not been pruned) represent nal states, i.e,
states where all the verti es of Ga have been mat hed (see
Figure 13(b)).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have fo used primarily on pattern-mat hing based algorithms for fast sear hing in trees and graphs. These algorithms ould be used for dire t support of queries on the
data types, or ould be used as a prepro essor for join-like
algorithms [5℄. Future work in this eld in ludes:



Improve the performan e of existing keytree sear hing algorithms (e.g. ATreeGrep) and keygraph sear hing algorithms (e.g. GraphGrep) so that they an be as
fast as keyword sear hing engines like google. Many of
these algorithms are embarrassingly parallelizable so
will s ale well.



Develop indexes that trade time for spa e optimally
(storing all paths may be more than is needed, but
storing just parent- hild pairs may be too little).



Develop pra ti ally meaningful distan e measures on
trees and graphs and approximate query pro essing
algorithms to support inexa t mat hing.



Develop a framework for sele tivity estimation for queries
on trees and graphs with wild ards.



Develop a framework for turning sear hing to pattern
dis overy in trees and graphs [33, 94, 95, 100℄.



5.

Develop support for semanti extensions: semi- exible
or exible queries [56℄ in whi h parent- hild relationships in queries may be ome an estor-des endant or
even des endant-an estor relationships in data graphs.

[13℄ D. Barbosa, A. Barta, A. O. Mendelzon, G. A.
Mihaila, F. Rizzolo, and P. Rodriguez-Guianolli. ToX
- The Toronto XML engine. In Pro eedings of the
Workshop on Information Integration on the Web,
pages 66{73, 2001.
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